《The Mysterious CEO》
110 Didn'st she dating Young Master of Si family? Now, what is she
doing with Second Master?

Since Hacker 'X' had been exposed to the companies, Lu Corporation was also facing
the criticizes. Lu Yaohua and Shu Han-You every day fought and Elder Lu always
tried to reconcile them. However, now his old heart didn't take any more and he got
the heart attack.
Already he had guilt in his heart, for not giving anything to Lu Lan which she
deserved and now his son and daughter-in-law wanted to take away Si Li from Lu Lan.
This was so much…
Lu Yaohua and Shu Han-You immediately called the ambulance and took Elder Lu to
the hospital.
Even, Assistant Long called Lu Lan to inform about Elder Lu.
-----Juan's Villa

"Elder Lu… what happened to him?" Si Yan worriedly asked.
"Heart attack… I have to go to the hospital…." Lu Lan said and immediately took her
purse and turned to leave.
However, Si Yan immediately stopped her "Wait, Sister-in-law… You can't drive. I
will come with you".

Lu Lan's hands were trembling, she knew that she couldn't drive in this condition, so
she simply nodded and they immediately left for the hospital.
Whatever, the Lu family did to her, Elder Lu had never treated her badly even once.
Even though, after the birthday party of Elder Lu, she never met him, but still,
sometimes, she called Assistant Long to check on the health of Elder Lu.

Assistant Long wanted to tell her that Elder Lu was not doing well, but Elder Lu
always stopped Assistant Long to tell her anything about him. As Elder Lu was his
boss, so he couldn't look down on Elder Lu's orders, even if he wasn't happy with it.
Soon Lu Lan and Si Yan reached the hospital.
Lu Yaohua, Shu Han-You, Assistant Long and Lu Xuelon was waiting outside the
ward, while the doctors were treating Elder Lu.
Lu Lan immediately ran towards Assistant Long and worriedly asked: "Assistant Long,
what happened to grandfather? Didn't you say he is doing well then how come he got a
heart attack?"
Shu Han-You saw Lu Lan and her anger again boiled up "B*tch, if it isn't you, father
wouldn't have been in this condition. It's all your fault".
"Madam Lu…Please…"Assistant Long tried to stop Shu Han-You from creating any
scene here.
"What…? Wasn't she dating Young Master of Si family? Now, what is she doing with
Second Master? She is sl*t like her mother" Shu Han-You cursed her.
"Enough…Madam Lu… I am treating you like a mother, but it doesn't mean, you have
the right to say anything about my late mother" Lu Lan said in a high voice.
All the members of the Lu family were taken back, even Assistant Long was startled
because it was the first time that Lu Lan talked back to Shu Han-You.
Since the day Elder Lu adopted Lu Lan, Shu Han-You always cursed Lu Lan and her
parents, but Lu Lan never talked back to Shu Han-You.
"Xiao Lan, is this way you should talk to your elders? Come with me. I want to talk to
you" Lu Yaohua angrily said and left without waiting to get a reply from her.
Lu Lan gestured Si Yan to wait here and she followed after Lu Yaohua.
After reached to the end of the corridor, Lu Yaohua turned towards her and said "I will
come straight to the point. Father has been recently very worried about your
relationship with Si Li. Even Lu Xuelon was upset because of Si Li's cold behaviour
towards her. Therefore, I suggest you, to break up with him right away".

